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Summary
The Nineteenth Century Digital Cooperative (NCDC) is a collaboration between the Civil War
Governors of Kentucky Digital Documentary Edition, the Papers of Abraham Lincoln , and the
Frederick Douglass Papers. It is funded by The Andrew W. Mellon Foundation and the National
Historical Publications and Records Commission as one of eight planning grants to build a
sustainable system for the digital publication and discovery of historical records.
We evaluated the following 11 projects for suitability for the NCDC goals:
Linked Jazz
Pelagios
The Printer’s File
WikiData
Social Networks and Archival Context (SNAC)
People of the Founding Era
The Yellow Nineties Online
Prosopography of Anglo Saxon England (PASE)
The Orlando Project
Sharing Ancient Wisdoms (SAWS)
Virtual Internet Authority File (VIAF)
We believe Linked Open Data is the the most promising option for the Nineteenth Century
Digital Cooperative. The first three projects -- Linked Jazz, Pelagios, and The Printer’s File each
show different strengths of Linked Open Data. Linked Jazz combines academic research (oral
history interviews) with publicly generated Wikipedia data on jazz musicians to generate an
amazing interactive graph of relationships and influence in the history of Jazz. Pelagios shows
ways to connect records that follow a standard ontology to make possible deep visual
exploration of ancient places mentioned in many different mediums -- coins, inscriptions,
documents, etc. The Printer’s File Online leads the way in mapping historical biographical
details onto structured Linked Open Data ontologies and provides a simple way to browse by all
of the attributes they have mapped. Wikipedia is one of the pillars of the Semantic Web, so we
review WikiData, the structured data version of Wikipedia maintained by the Wikimedia
Foundation.
The SNAC platform links more than 3.7 million descriptions of people, families and
organizations from more than 6.7 million records derived primarily from archival resource
descriptions and original authority records. SNAC records are enhanced with linked data,
including links to VIAF, WorldCat, LC Name Authority, and Wikipedia (images of people are
pulled in from Wikimedia). SNAC is an important project for NCDC to study, especially in the
purposeful and structured way it was implemented in four stages: 1) Research & Development,

2010-2015 (2) Cooperative Planning, 2011-2015; (3) Transformation into a Cooperative, Phase
One 2015-2017; (4) Identity and Identity Reconciliation.
The Yellow Nineties Online is a project similar to many of ours (Civil War Governors of
Kentucky, in particular) in that it has an existing online database with biographical and
documentary data. We recommend their article, “Crossing the Stile”, mentioned in the next
section, on transitioning from TEI to Linked Open Data.
People of the Founding Era is noteworthy as one of the first digital prosopographies of American
History and certainly the first that aggregates biographies from documentary editions,
demonstrating the possibilities and challenges involved when combining resources from multiple
editions and serving the research needs of editors. The Prosopography of Anglo-Saxon England
is one of a long line of digital prosopographies created at King’s College London, exhibiting the
expertise of that group in an expansive project to record and link every person mentioned within
sources from the sixth through eleventh centuries. Sharing Ancient Wisdoms is not a strict
biography, but provides an interesting example of using linked data to correlate documents with
each other. Finally, VIAF unites records from separate library databases and serves as a
cornerstone for the Semantic Web.

Recommended Reading
A thoughtful article from the Yellow Nineties project about the conceptual move from thinking
about representing data-in-texts as TEI to data-in-texts as RDF.
http://1890s.ca/HTML.aspx?s=Crossing_the_Stile.html
This help document on Peripleo, the Pelagios search interface, is a good introduction to
understanding linked data.
http://peripleo.pelagios.org/help/linked-data-view
The SNAC cooperative produced this document outlining the reasons for cooperating around
data: “Rationale for an Archival Description Cooperative”
http://gitlab.iath.virginia.edu/snac/Documentation/blob/master/Historical%20Documentation/Orig
inals/SNAC-C_rationale.pdf

Term Definition
Linked Open Data
Linked Open Data is a way of connecting related resources online. Wikipedia defines Linked
Data as "a term used to describe a recommended best practice for exposing, sharing, and

connecting pieces of data, information, and knowledge on the...web.” (Sometimes referred to as
“Linked Data”)

Prosopography
A study that identifies and relates a group of persons or characters within a particular historical
or literary context.

Personography
A term coined by the Julia Flanders of the Text Encoding Initiative to describe the persons
referenced in a specific encoded text. In this way the personography acts like a local name
authority file. It can be simple or very detailed and stored within the TEI document or externally.

Name Authority
This concept comes from the library world and describes the establishment of a single value for
a name or term that is recommended for community use. This often involves mapping from the
names and terms that are NOT used (that are not authorized) to the names and terms that are
used, thus allowing for multiple expressions of the same name. The expression of a given name
at the institutional level can be considered that institution’s name authority record.

Identity Control
An expansion of the notion of name authority, identity control represents the aggregation of
numerous name authorities from around the world. The Virtual International Authority File, or
VIAF, is structured in this way, bringing in all of the different names for an entity (or person) in a
merged “super” authority record, or “cluster” record.

Gazetteer
A database of places with their “biographies”, including attributes like latitude/longitude,
alternate names, and location of each place within administrative hierarchies. The last is
especially important for HGIS (Historical Geographic Information Systems), since changing
borders and pre-modern administrations may make it impossible to determine hierarchy by
comparing a place’s location with modern polygons defining administrative units.

Disambiguation
Two people with identical names whose respective identities are made unique with the addition
of qualifiers such as life dates, place of residence, title or honorific, etc.

Deduplication
Two people with identical names collapsed into one person, required to be split apart. This
happens frequently in populations with lesser-known individuals with scant personal information
to separate them. Automated process frequently lump records for people with the same name

accidentally. This issue can only be identified through manual review and resolved through
manual splitting.

Entity
In the context of prosopography when we use the term entity we are referring to historical
entities such as persons and places. It is assumed that the encoding of entities is associated
with the assignment of a unique identifier or multiple identifiers pointing to a centralized record
where that unique identifier is stored.

Named Entity Recognition
A computational technique for identifying passages of texts which may represent a name.
Sophisticated NER algorithms may suggest that the name within the text is an organization,
person, or place, but the NER methodology itself does not make any attempt to identify a name
with an actual person.

Linked Jazz
Linked Jazz is described as a research project that investigates the application of Linked Open
Data technologies to digital cultural heritage materials. Its first goal is to uncover meaningful
connections between documents and data related to the personal and professional lives of jazz
artists. Its second goal is to develop broadly applicable tools and methods for working with
Linked Open Data.

Description of Project and Process
Oral histories of jazz musicians are the core documentary record, although the project is
expanding its data sources to include other document types and music-related datasets. The
project began with the interview transcripts from which they generated triples. Fifty interview
transcripts were used to create LOD. They come from the Rutgers Institute for Jazz Studies
Archives, Smithsonian Jazz Oral Histories, the Hamilton College Jazz Archive, UCLA’s Central
Avenue Sounds series, and the University of Michigan’s Nathaniel C. Standifer Video Archive of
Oral History.
To create LOD, they developed a suite of tools: a transcript analyzer, a name mapping and
curator tool, and a crowdsourcing tool. These tools operate together to find names mentioned
during the interview in order to assign a positive identification to each, disambiguating names
using online resources like DBpedia and VIAF. The transcript analyzer also recognizes the
question and answer structure of the oral history. As people are mentioned by an interviewee,
simple RDF triples between interviewee and persons mentioned are created in the form of
knowsOf. These triples can then be mapped to the correlating block.
In the next step, the interview question and answer blocks are passed to Linked Jazz 52nd
Street, the project’s crowdsourcing tool. Volunteers are presented with these snippets of
interview text and asked to assign more granular terms to describe the relationship between the
interviewee and the person mentioned. These relationships include:
has met
is an acquaintance of
is a friend of
is a close friend of
is influenced by
is a mentor of
collaborated with
was in a band together with
played with

was a member of the band of
toured with
was the bandleader for
In the last step of the data lifecycle, the triples are passed to a network visualization. It also
displays images, videos, and short biographies of jazz musicians within the network. Although
there is a much larger master list of musicians including names culled from sources like
DBPedia, MusicBrainz, and more, only musicians who were mentioned in transcripts are
included in the network visualization. The size of a person’s node reflects how many times they
were mentioned in various oral history transcripts.

Assessment Questions
●

What kinds of entities are represented?
○ People

●

Is data created afresh or ingested from existing sources?
○ A names list was seeded from DBPedia. The 9,300 names were “generated by
filtering the DBPedia RDF extracts for jazz related individuals” (Linked Jazz
website). Names were assigned their URI via connections to Library of Congress
and VIAF. This is a “heavily automated process,” and uses a web-based
disambiguation tool. The second step is to run the “enhanced name directory”
and use it as a “matching tool” against transcriptions, primary source material
found in libraries, archives, and museums, but primarily interview transcripts.
They also use natural language processing to find other names that didn’t result
from the matching process. The project begins with an external names list and
compares it against the internal names list.

●

How do you get data out/match existing sources against it?
○ Web-based disambiguation tool--the Curator Tool--allows for matching people as
well as the natural language processing. A very nice and easy-to-use web
interface has been developed for the project. In their words, “a user-friendly
interface on the front end of a heavily automated process” which enables
“approval, removal, and disambiguation.”

●

Is the data available for download or API access? If a system is publishing datasets, how
is it doing so? What platforms are they publishing to?
○ Yes. The data draws from the transcriptions and the relationships built via the
crowdsourcing platform: people, relationships, and text. Detailed instructions with
examples are given. Data dumps are updated hourly. One hundred examples of
downloaded data and its ego graph in Gephi is included. LJ has a SPARQL
endpoint to query the RDF data store.

○

○

Data is provided in JSON format. They also provide download of RDF triple
formats and GEXF files for using the Gephi network analysis tool. The user
applies different extensions to the GET requests to obtain these different data
sets.
See the diagram below for a detailed view of the production and delivery
platforms. The project plans to develop its prototypes into full-fledged tools which
will be released as open source projects. They also plan to release the
relationship dataset as linked open data.

●

What kinds of attributes are stored for each entity?
○ The project captures the DBPedia bio but it does not parse that data in any way.
Life dates are used for disambiguation but they do not appear to be encoded as
such. There is no structured narrative. That said, they have begun to collaborate
with other linked datasets, such as the Carnegie Hall Archives, to find
connections across both and to tease out women and gender in the dataset.

●

Is the biography a prose narrative, a structured narrative, or set of linked data events?
○ Combination of prose narrative pulled from DBPedia for the bios presented in the
visualization and linked data relationships built by crowdsourcing the material to
jazz scholars and enthusiasts. A crowdsourcing tool called “Linked Jazz 52nd
Street” matches the personal names with other people that are mentioned in
interviews. The relationship between the individuals is encoded using an FOAF
set of relationships (collaborated with, close friend of, influenced by, mentor of,
etc.).

●

How is the project useful for researchers vs. editors vs. DH scholars basing new projects
on it vs. outreach beyond the project?
○ This project is useful for all communities. They are developing needed tools that
are central to the work of historical research in cohorts of all sizes. They have
deployed linked data, automation, curation, crowdsourcing, and open source
approaches. Their suite of tools: a transcript analyzer, a name mapping and
curator tool, and a crowdsourcing tool--are really impressive. Extensive
documentation on their site is extremely helpful as well as links to GitHub and
numerous presentations and grant applications.

●

What is the back-end/implementation?
○ The project has developed two tools that it intends to make available to the
larger community. The transcription analyzer (called the LInked Jazz Transcript
Analyzer) that performs entity extraction from archival documents (e.g.
transcriptions) is being developed as DADAlytics. This is currently being funded
through an IMLS grant and is now in an environmental scan, redesign, and
reengineering phase. This project should be tracked closely

●

How does each project relate to existing name authorities?
○ Because its stated objective is to create linked data, Linked Jazz takes as its
starting point the seeding of a names list and the connections with name
authorities from linked datasets, namely VIAF, Freebase, and the Library of
Congress.

Comments
Network visualization provides photos of the artist, brief Wikipedia bio, and link to sound
recording of their music. What makes this project unique is its basis in oral histories from the
members themselves. Based on at least a knowledge of each other when they mention people
by name in interviews, a relationship can be established between them using
FOAF-<knowsOf>. The project has built a very successful network visualization that represents
real connections (and chains of influence) and not coincidental connections.

Pelagios
Description of Project and Process
Pelagios Commons provides online resources and a community forum for using open data
methods to link and explore historical places.
Gazetteers form the backbone of the Pelagios initiative. Through shared gazetteer references,
we create connections between otherwise disconnected datasets.
There are many gazetteers out there, and there are good reasons for this diversity:
geographical and temporal coverage, granularity, cultural focus, technical emphasis (e.g.
emphasis on names vs. geometry), scholarly quality, community,...
This is why Pelagios needs different gazetteers to interoperate with each other on their basic
level, so that we can build tools and infrastructure that allows everyone to:
● search across different gazetteers
● find enough information in order to identify and disambiguate places
● annotate data with stable URIs to the most appropriate gazetteer
Our goal is not to define The One unified data model to represent gazetteers. What we aim for
is simply a uniform way to build links between different gazetteers, along with just enough
additional metadata to support the three requirements above.
Recogito is their tool that is similar to Mashbill -- annotate placenames and match to known
places. You upload a text file, perform optional named entity recognition on it, identify
annotations (Named Entity Recognition = automatically identifies annotations) and then match
the annotation to a place. After identifying the location of all your annotations, you can download
your annotations and the places they refer to as Linked Data (RDF). That Linked Data file can
then be uploaded to Pelagios to become one of their datasets.

Peripleo (http://peripleo.pelagios.org/ui) is the search interface to their data sets.
Data in Peripleo comes from many sources. Our sources often publish information about the
same real-world thing. A major historical place like Rome, for example, does not just appear in
one or two of our partners' datasets - it appears in many.
Luckily, our partners publish their data as Linked Data. Linked Data is a way of connecting
online resources that have some element in common. It uses typed links (i.e. links with a
meaning attached to them) to declare how different pieces of data relate to one another; or
when they are about the same real-world thing.
Peripleo uses these links to connect equivalent records. Therefore, when you select a place
in Peripleo, the information that you see - image, names, description, dates - is usually not from
one specific authority. Instead, it is an aggregate of information, published collectively by
members of the Pelagios Commons community.
You will notice that locations, as well as other data, will differ, depending which dataset they
come from. The power of Linked Data lies in the fact that this variety (and sometimes even
contradiction) is not only possible, but perfectly ok! Peripleo's main interface conceals much of
this diversity for the sake of keeping the interaction simple. Therefore, be sure to always dig
down into the Linked Data view - and follow up on the original sources - when exploring
Pelagios Commons.

(from http://peripleo.pelagios.org/help/linked-data-view accessed February 19, 2018)
They also allow you to embed widgets in your own site (think: digital edition) of places in the
Pelagios data.

Assessment Questions
●

What kinds of entities are represented?
○ Places, places, and nothing but places. (Not quite true -- they also have items
that refer to places and Recogito has people and events.)

●

Is data created afresh or ingested from existing sources
○ Scholars & libraries provide the data from their own data sets. They publish it in
an RDF format specified by Pelagios:
https://github.com/pelagios/pelagios-cookbook/wiki/Pelagios-Gazetteer-Interconn
ection-Format

●

How do you get data out/match existing sources against it?
○ There’s a very nice REST API:
https://github.com/pelagios/peripleo/blob/master/README.md

●

Is the data available for download or API access? If a system is publishing datasets,
How is it doing so? What platforms are they publishing to?

○

So the datasets belong to the originating institutions (which really don’t seem to
publish them as datasets that I could see), but the API allows you to get a list of
all items in a dataset. You could download that and manipulate/query it. (I’d like
to see just a downloadable file/sparql endpoint of each dataset.)

●

What kinds of attributes are stored for each entity?
○ See documentation here
https://github.com/pelagios/pelagios-cookbook/wiki/Pelagios-Gazetteer-Interconn
ection-Format#a-simple-example
○ Because this isn’t a prosopography I’m not going to list them all. I do think it’s
important to think about the relationships -- Pelagios links out to here on people
relationships: http://patterns.dataincubator.org/book/qualified-relation.html

●

Is the biography a prose narrative, a structured narrative, or set of linked data events?
○ Because this is places, they have a description (seems like a single line), but
that’s about it.

●

How is the project useful for researchers vs. editors vs. DH scholars basing new projects
on it vs. outreach beyond the project?
○ Seems very useful and well used by the classics community -- researchers and
students -- as a whole.

●

What is the back-end/implementation?
○ The Pelagios Commons itself is a WordPress site with a lot of community plugins
called “Commons in a Box”. Each piece of functionality (maps, Recogito, search,
etc) are individual applications that are linked from the main Pelagios Commons
site.

●

How does each project relate to existing name authorities?
○ Mostly places, and they open street map data to identify places from documents
in Recogito. Each of those places gets a Geonames identifier, which I think is the
unique identifier.

Comments
We should borrow a lot from this project. I like how it centers on datasets from different sources
-- we could think about datasets from different editions. I’m not sure how it ties two datasets (or
a place mentioned in 2 datasets) into one -- because it’s place based, it may not need to (if 2
places have similar latitude and longitude, then they would be near-enough to each other on a
map). I wonder if we could use this concept of “near enough” in a language sense -- search for
a name, show similar names? Do they cover “item has text that mentions”?

I also like the architecture: Website (Commons in a Box) + Datasets (with documentation on
how to create and upload them on github) + maps + browse all as separate applications. We
should do a Website + browse/search (“show me all black women in Virginia”) + map + dataset
stuff (create, upload, sparql endpoints) + API (for documentary edition writers).
We also liked how they provided citations to their online data:

Printer’s File Online
Description of Project and Process
The printer’s file provided brief biographies of all the people involved in the American printing
trade from 1640-1820. The original typewritten cards contain biographies that are primarily lists
of facts, making them well suited to conversion to structured data. The printer’s file has been
converted to an online database, first by digitizing the cards themselves, then by transcribing
the contents of the cards into a digital database. This database is an extension of BibFrame,
created for Library of Congress by Zepheira, as a way of representing bibliographic data for
libraries. Using BibFrame allowed the project to reuse existing ontologies and code as well as
link easily to the semantic web and other BibFrame based collections like Library of Congress
Name Authority File.
Culled from newspapers, local histories, biographies, and reference books, the information on
these cards is a vital set of data for the early American printing trade, but that is not all that it is.
Mini-biographies or prosopographies of these people’s lives, the cards contain information about
their time before and after they joined the trade—their humble beginnings as farmers before
they moved to the big city, their stint in military engagements ranging from King Philip’s War to
the Revolutionary War to the War of 1812, their work with charity, their time in prison, their
marriages, their fortunes, and their follies. In short, the cards chronicle the lives of these people
as they moved in and out of the printing trade, and they therefore provide evidence of the ways
in which the work of printing permeated quotidian life in colonial America and the early Republic.
(via this page.)

Assessment Questions
●

What kinds of entities are represented?
○ The term “printers” here is somewhat misleading, as the cards detail the work of
6,145 printers, publishers, editors, binders, papermakers, and others involved in
the printing trade through 1820. (via t his page.)

●

Is data created afresh or ingested from existing sources?
○ Ingested from existing sources, although they have plans to allow people to send
them additions.

●

How do you get data out/match existing sources against it?
○ There’s a web interface you can browse. Entities have permanent URLs you can
link against.

●

Is the data available for download or API access? If a system is publishing datasets, how
is it doing so? What platforms are they publishing to?

○

You can download the data in JSON format via github.
https://github.com/AmerAntiquarian/Printers-File

●

What kinds of attributes are stored for each entity?
○ They attempted to represent every single fact mentioned on each printer’s card.
When there was no obvious existing standard property (in BibFrame) they
created their own. For example, “hanged by”, “hanged at”.
○ For the full list of attributes, see http://bibfra.me/view/aas/

●

Is the biography a prose narrative, a structured narrative, or set of linked data events?
○ Set of linked data events.

●

How is the project useful for researchers vs. editors vs. DH scholars basing new projects
on it vs. outreach beyond the project?
○ It’s useful for researchers because it improves cataloging in the broader
community. It’s useful for DH scholars because the data can be downloaded and
mapped.

●

What is the back-end/implementation?
○ BibFrame is the vocabulary. We can’t tell what their data browser is, but it has a
really nice UI.

●

How does each project relate to existing name authorities?
○ Entities can have authorities, which have authority links, which include an
identifier in a 3rd party authority system. Example identifiers include VIAF,
LCNAF, ISNI, ORCID, etc.

Comments
Using custom attributes has proved to be a problem. Reconciling their custom attributes with
standard attributes is a high priority for future work on the project. Using standard attributes from
services like WikiData means it is easier to reuse data in standard tools.

WikiData
Description of Project and Process
Wikidata is a freely editable Linked Open Data database and website, run by the same
Wikimedia Foundation that runs Wikipedia and related projects. It was modeled on two
pre-existing projects; DBPedia, a non-Wikimedia effort to extract structured data from Wikipedia
and present it as a Linked Data database; and Freebase, a globally-editable linked data
database run by Metaweb Technologies (2007-2010) and Google (2010-2014). When Google
discontinued support for Freebase, the Wikimedia Foundation took it in as one of their projects
and began integrating it into Wikimedia projects as WikiData.

Wikipedia entry for Simon Bolivar Buckner
(Note “infobox” under portrait.)

WikiData record for Simon Bolivar Buckner

Assessment Questions
●

What kinds of entities are represented?
○ Any kind of entity that can be represented in Wikipedia: people, places, events,
concepts, species, organizations, etc.

●

Is data created afresh or ingested from existing sources
○ Data is, for the most part, created by converting other digital data into the
Wikidata system, though some data is created afresh by human data entry.

●

How do you get data out/match existing sources against it?
○ Wikidata is tightly integrated into Wikimedia projects, so that biographical facts
about a person can be directly embedded within an article. Integration with the
rest of the semantic web is accomplished through permanent URLs and SPARQL
endpoints.

●

Is the data available for download or API access? If a system is publishing datasets, how
is it doing so? What platforms are they publishing to?
○ A SPARQL endpoint provides an API. Full database downloads are available in
JSON, RDF, and XML.
○ An extensive set of query and visualization tools exist within WikiData for running
queries against its SPARQL endpoint.

●

What kinds of attributes are stored for each entity?
○ Attributes vary by types of entities, however, the properties of each object are
drawn from a standard ontology.

●

Is the biography a prose narrative, a structured narrative, or set of linked data events?
○ Entities have short prose descriptions--usually a paragraph or two--but are
primarily linked data. For example, battles a soldier fought in are listed as a list of
links to entries for the relevant battles.

●

How is the project useful for researchers vs. editors vs. DH scholars basing new projects
on it vs. outreach beyond the project?
○ Wikidata has minimized some of the interoperability overhead for Wikipedia
projects, by serving as a shared database of e.g. language-specific entries about
a particular person. At the same time, integration into editorial workflow has been
slow, and complaints about provenance of facts have been raised. Unlike
DBPedia, it is primarily a tool for project editors, and only serves as a tool for
researchers as a secondary goal.

●

What is the back-end/implementation?
○ A fork of Semantic MediaWiki.

●

How does each project relate to existing name authorities?
○ Entities are extensively cross-linked to name authority services like VIAF.

●

What should we learn from this? What should we borrow from it?
○ While WikiData has been operational for four years, the main benefit seen by
Wikimedia projects is cross-linking between the same articles in different
languages. While that is a vast improvement over the prior methodology (in which
each language version of an article manually tracked cross references to other

○

languages), the structured facts displayed in article infoboxes are still edited by
hand, rather than embedded from WikiData.
Retro-fitting linked data into an editorial project--even one as flexible as
Wikipedia--is a technical and social challenge. NCDC’s goals should be modest,
with clear benefits to member editions at every stage.

Comments
Actually hosting NCDC data on Wikidata is not possible because all WikiData records must
reference at least two pages on MediaWiki/Wikipedia. This means that WikiData will not be able
to accept records that do not meet their editorial policies but do meet NCDC’s. On the other
hand, WikiData is an intriguing example of a linked database being incorporated into editorial
projects. It also provides an elegant user interface for creating new records and an open source
software platform which should be evaluated as an option for hosting NCDC content.

Social Networks and Archival Context (SNAC)
The Social Networks and Archival Context (SNAC) project, starting in 2010, is the brainchild of
Daniel Pitti of the University of Virginia’s Institute for Advanced Technologies in the Humanities.
Pitti was a driving force behind the implementation of the Encoded Archival Description (EAD)
and EAD-CPF (Encoded Archival Description--Corporations, People, and Families). SNAC
builds on the descriptive archival data from worldwide partner archives and institutions,
aggregating their biographical information and extracting their collection description information.
As Pitti himself will tell you, the benefit of SNAC to researchers is the unexpected connections
between people that can only be made in a linked environment.
According to the SNAC website: “A key objective is to provide researchers with convenient,
integrated access to historical collections held by multiple private and public archives and
libraries around the world while also setting the stage for a cooperative program for maintaining
information about the people documented in the collections.”

Description of Project and Process
The project team was originally based at the California Digital Library and the technical
processes were managed from there, as well as colleagues at the School for Information
Science at the University of California, Berkeley, and the U.S. National Archives and Records
Administration. From 2010 to 2015 the team developed and tested the digital project with
funding from the National Endowment for the Humanities, Institute of Museum and Library
Services, and the Mellon Foundation, which funded the 2015-17 pilot phase with a $1 million
grant.
Using computational methods, the team extracted EAC-CPF data from numerous repositories.
The data was programmatically de-duped and parsed. The SNAC platform links more than 3.7
million descriptions of people, families and organizations from more than 6.7 million records
derived primarily from archival resource descriptions and original authority records, and is
expanding all the time. Members of the SNAC Cooperative so far have contributed source data
from holdings in more than 4,000 repositories

Assessment Questions
●

What kinds of entities are represented?
○ People, families, and organizations are the focus of the project.

●

Is data created afresh or ingested from existing sources?
○ Data is ingested from existing sources, namely archival information. The project
has 2.25 million WorldCat archival descriptions; nearly 190,000 EAD-encoded

finding aids, primarily from US and UK, though some French; 300,000 British
Library authority records; NARA authority records; and Agency descriptions from
Smithsonian Institution Archives/New York State Archives.
●

How do you get data out/match existing sources against it?
○ The project starts with programmatic processes to extract, assemble, and
migrate EAC-CPF (archival standard) records from existing archival description.
The targeted data is both creators (e.g. authors) and names referenced in the
archival collections. Next the EAC-CPF records are matched against one another
and against existing authority records (VIAF). Records are enhanced through
normalization--that is adding alternative names and titles, especially as from
VIAF. The data also points back to the archives, libraries, and museums that
house the collections.

(Above: diagram of name matching and evaluation process. From Daniel Pitti, Digital
Humanities Conference, Krakow, 2016)
●

Is the data available for download or API access? If a system is publishing datasets, how
is it doing so? What platforms are they publishing to?

○

SNAC considers itself a research service that will engage researchers with an
API, to which users submit identity descriptions, and return probable and possible
identity matches, and with SNAC and other persistent sameAs identifiers.

(Above: diagram of the project data flows and API. From Daniel Pitti, Digital Humanities
Conference, Krakow, 2016)

(Above: diagram of server and client side data flows. From Daniel Pitti, Digital Humanities
Conference, Krakow, 2016)
●

What kinds of attributes are stored for each entity?
○ The system relies on the data coming from the EAC-CPF records. Although this
data is structured based on the schema of the EAC, the depth and extent of the
biographical information is widely variable. That is, for any given person record in
SNAC, the biography source material may represent dozens of archival
collections, each providing its own set of biographical information, ranging from

short to long. For well represented individuals, there will be numerous sources
and significant overlap of the biographical information, and it is on that basis that
the disambiguation is run. Life dates, occupations, places of birth and death,
employers and persons known of or known by the person are provided.
Sometimes present are major events in the person’s life (education, marriage,
children), and other significant events and achievements. For corporate bodies,
the description may include names, the dates of establishment and
disestablishment, organizational relations to parent bodies, to preceding and
following bodies, a brief or detailed history of its existence, the functions for which
it is responsible, and prominent individuals that are affiliated with it or with whom
it interacted. Families follow a pattern similar to persons and corporate bodies,
though their descriptions may involve the naming and biographical description of
prominent members of the family.
●

Is the biography a prose narrative, a structured narrative, or set of linked data events?
○ Currently SNAC harvests all available biographical statements from the
originating EAC-CPF finding aids, aggregating them as is and citing the archival
source (similar to PFE). Future plans suggest bio descriptions may not all be
included but instead “one well-curated description is available to all.” The SNAC
records are enhanced with linked data. “Related external links” has links to VIAF,
WorldCat, LC Name Authority, and Wikipedia (images of people are pulled in
from Wikimedia).

●

How is the project useful for researchers vs. editors vs. DH scholars basing new projects
on it vs. outreach beyond the project?
○ SNAC is very useful for researchers, editors, and historians who are trying to
locate archival material. The aggregation of thousands of finding aids along with
publication records from OCLC, as well as the linked data integration, is
enormously useful. SNAC is intended as a contribution to the humanities and
social science research infrastructure. Its aim is to improve the scholarly
communication research economy. This is a laudable goal and one the NCDC
should be considering. SNAC also aims to help the community of archivists who
compile finding aids as a way of saving time and gaining efficiency. There are
compelling economic arguments for it.

●

What is the back-end/implementation?
○ Institute for Advanced Technology in the Humanities (IATH) developed the XSLT
for deriving data from the finding aids. They also now host the technological
platform.
○ University of California Berkeley developed the code written in the programming
languages C and Python for using Cheshire as an efficient index of the authority
files, and to employ its sophisticated Information Retrieval algorithms for

○

○

●

matching person, organization, and family names. PostgreSQL was also used in
the match process.
The California Digital Library developed the prototype public system by writing
extensions in Java and XSLT to the open source XML publishing platform, XTF,
also developed by CDL. They utilized and developed graph data, retrieval, and
rendering programs based on additional open source software: SPARQL,
TinkerPop (Stack and Neo4J) and the JavaScript InfoVis Toolkit (JIT) for
visualization.
The Cooperative will be permanently housed at the UVA Library, which will serve
as its administrative and technological home. The final phase of establishing the
SNAC Cooperative is underway, thanks to a recent $750,000 grant from the
Andrew W. Mellon Foundation.

How does each project relate to existing name authorities?
○ The project links to known name authorities including VIAF, Library of Congress,
and OCLC.

Comments
SNAC is an important project for NCDC to study, especially in the purposeful and structured
way it was implemented in four stages: 1) Research & Development, 2010-2015 (2) Cooperative
Planning, 2011-2015; (3) Transformation into a Cooperative, Phase One 2015-2017; (4) Identity
and Identity Reconciliation.
Now that SNAC is a cooperative with 29 members (including 2 international archives, a U.S.
state archive, two documentary editing projects, an independent scholar, and several academic
research libraries)--it is poised to become a sustainable and long term project at the University
of Virginia Library. Significant time was devoted to getting buy-in from participants. Pitti
understands that projects on this scale won’t work without close collaboration and partnerships
that benefit all parties.
The success of SNAC’s collaborative model is that it understands the cultural context from
which it draws its content; there is an “awareness of the older infrastructure that comes before it”
(Tom J. Lynch, “Social Networks and Archival Context Project: A Case Study of Emerging
Cyberinfrastructure,” DHQ 2014, vol. 8, no. 3). SNAC publishes all of its founding documents
here.

People of the Founding Era
People of the Founding Era is a scholarly reference work that provides biographical information
on over 75,000 people born between 1713 (the end of Queen Anne's War) and 1815 (the end of
the Napoleonic War), drawn from the digitized papers of the Founding Fathers and other
documentary editions of the Founding Era. It has two components. First, it provides fully
searchable biographical statements that vary greatly in scope and extent. Second, it provides
identically structured data for each person allowing for group, or prosopographical, study. The
project is a publication of the University of Virginia’s electronic imprint Rotunda and is
subscription based.

Description of Project and Process
The creation of People of the Founding Era was made possible by the digitization of the editions
of the Founding Fathers by the University of Virginia's digital imprint, Rotunda. Beginning with
the Papers of George Washington in 2007, Rotunda has made available online more than 250
volumes of Founding Fathers content. By aggregating from this digital resource all of the
biographical content for a given person and presenting it to the user as a single and unique
"record," PFE isolates relevant, informative text from references to people of the same name
and simply passing mentions. PFE culled the biographical statements from the annotations of
the papers using automated methods based on heuristic devices found in volume indexes
(terms such as “identified” used in sub-headings, formatting signals such as bold-faced or
italicized page references) and annotations (biographies are usually formatted in a consistent
manner of first name last name followed by life dates in parenthesis). Biographical statements
appear as found in the original annotations but additional research was done and new data
added to expand the prosopographical depth of the publication. The project includes more than
75,000 people.
The project was funded by the Andrew W. Mellon Foundation in four phases. The first phase
was one year long to develop a prototype. Phases two to four were two-years each. Each phase
introduced a new set of data with the inclusion of more partner projects, going beyond the digital
editions produced by Rotunda and including disparate datasets such as The Geography of
Slavery which is based on runaway slave advertisements.
PFE's methodology was to begin with automated processes whenever possible, but by and
large the work was overwhelmingly manual. Thousands of hours of manual review and research
were required to validate names. The first step of the project was using machine-aided text
extraction to identify and locate the relevant biographical text from each edition, using cues
provided by the print editions' indexes. Next, the data resulting from the text extraction was
assessed: Records from different sources about a single individual were merged into a single
unique person record. This is referred to as the name authority record. The project does not use

linked data such as VIAF to connect its population to external sources. However, the project has
long planned to integrate the PFE data with the SNAC Project, analyzed elsewhere here.

Assessment Questions
●

What kinds of entities are represented?
○ The types of entities captured in the data are visually presented in the focused
browsing tiles in the web interface for PFE (pictured below). People, places,
occupations, organizations, and sources are the primary entities in the system.
The slavery tile enables users to select the people in the population who were
enslaved. It is assumed that users of PFE are interested in studying the issue of
slavery for the Early Republic and will want to see the subset of people who are
slaves.

●

Is data created afresh or ingested from existing sources?

○

Data is drawn from existing sources based in part on their availability as digitized
files. Some records were added using a manual process. Hundreds of records
were created in the researching of the main population. This is especially true of
wives and other family members, given that the majority of the population is
male.

●

How do you get data out/match existing sources against it?
○ There is no external facing method for downloading or comparing the population
in PFE. Although this was the intent at the start of the project, some limitations
due to the formal publication process prevented realization of this goal. Several
methods were used in the back end workflow to match datasets. They included:
■ PFE browser--a web-based tool that served as an evaluation interface
between the initial extraction of the data from the XML server used by
UVA Press and the content management system that the person records
were moved into. Because this tool was designed for a very specific
context and dataset, it did not become part of the project’s deliverables.
■ Excel Spreadsheets--these serve a very useful purpose as a flexible
environment “outside” of the main population. Incoming names lists were
routinely run against the main population for absolute, likely, and possible
matches. Staff could record what level of certainty they saw and that
would determine if a person record was brand new, or had to be added to
existing person records.

●

Is the data available for download or API access? If a system is publishing datasets, how
is it doing so? What platforms are they publishing to?
○ No, data is not available for download or API access. The project had planned to
allow users to download the underlying XML files, but that is not a feature of the
web publication. It is likely that people interested in getting the dataset could
request it from UVA Press.
○ The project used a digital asset management system from which the person
records were exported as XML files to the publisher, UVA Press Rotunda. They
stored and published the site out of their MarkLogic Server. Numerous
transformations were run on the dataset on their end in order to bring it in to the
final presentation.
○ Platforms as noted above.

●

What kinds of attributes are stored for each entity?
○ The project began with a standard set of attributes for each person record,
borrowing extensively from the TEI Personography vocabulary. Data such as
birth and death dates, places of birth and death, dates of marriage, and data
relating to children and occupations have been incorporated into the cumulative
data for more than 75,000 people. That is not to say that complete information is

known for each person. There are many gaps in the biographical record of
hundreds of people in PFE.
●

Is the biography a prose narrative, a structured narrative, or set of linked data events?
○ Biographies are twofold: they are structured narrative pulled verbatim out of the
source materials (digital documentary editions), and they are structured data as
created by the project. All narrative biographies are provided--even when they
are duplicated from the same project. The assumption was that users would
prefer more content than less and could make their own decisions about how to
use the narrative biographies.

●

How is the project useful for researchers vs. editors vs. DH scholars basing new projects
on it vs. outreach beyond the project?
○ The audience that benefits most from PFE is likely editors of the Founding Era
who continue to generate this kind of biographical content and have an ongoing
need to see what has been published by themselves and other editions on the
people in their documents. There is nothing terribly cutting edge in the project
that would engage DH scholars, especially as none of the tools or methods are
made available to them.

●

What is the back-end/implementation?
○ The construction of the PFE dataset went through two primary evolutionary
stages. Initially the person records were stored in an XML format and CMS called
PubMan. This system was used in the pilot phase of the project. It was
determined to be inadequate for a variety of reasons: labor intensive to create a
new person record, difficulty in linking person records together, no way to
describe relationships, and so on. The project required a more flexible,
database-like system. The digital asset management system DARMA was
adopted in year two and retained for the duration of the project. Data was
exported out of the DARMA system in XML and sent to UVA Press where other
transforms were run on the data in their MarkLogic system. All of the tools used
were proprietary.

●

How does each project relate to existing name authorities?
○ The project intended to incorporate VIAF identities into the records but that was
never implemented. This was due in part to the fact that PFE intended to link to
SNAC, which in turns links to VIAF. SNAC has plans to link to PFE in the current
grant cycle.

Comments
PFE is noteworthy as one of the first digital prosopographies of American History and certainly
the first that aggregates biography from documentary editions. The project was not able to
overcome the challenge of establishing an editorial process for updating the content by the
editors of the contributing projects. It is not clear how much the editors use PFE for writing and
researching new biography or for verifying existing ones.

The Yellow Nineties Online
Description of Project and Process
Yellow Nineties Personography, a biographical database of the persons who contributed to the
aesthetic periodicals remediated in digital editions on The Yellow Nineties Online. The goal of
the personography project, as outlined by its primary investigator, Lorraine Janzen Kooistra, is
to understand the social networks that produced these magazines. Increasing the visibility of
lesser-known periodical contributors, including marginalized groups such as women and
colonial subjects, has become a major facet of this work.
Between 2013 and 2016, our team trawled digital and paper archives, encyclopaedias,
biographies, databases, census documents, digitized periodicals, and publication records,
gradually accumulating information about the 351 individuals in our spreadsheet and their
relationships with one another. We revised our spreadsheet’s data fields and developed
controlled vocabularies as we went along.
We had not advanced far into this second phase of personographic development when, in
December 2016, a question emerged from the discussion at a meeting of all members of the
Ryerson Centre for Digital Humanities: was TEI really the ideal primary data format for this
project? We had taken for granted that the primary data format of the personography would
eventually be TEI XML because the foundational scholarly dataset of The Yellow Nineties
Online, a body of data annotating 1890s periodicals, is written in TEI. But was TEI the most
appropriate encoding system for our personographic dataset? Although I had been thinking
about the personography within a TEI framework for as long as I had been on the project, I
immediately recognized the value of carefully considering this question. It prompted a realization
that, looking back, seems to have been just under the surface of my engagement with the
personography for a while. TEI was no longer a great fit for our project as we had come to
envision it. The crux of the matter is this: TEI imposes a genealogical hierarchy on data. Such a
structure is an excellent model for data that is temporally and/or textually oriented, but the
Yellow Nineties Personography is neither.
Even if published as open-access scholarship, many TEI-encoded texts remain isolated from
other TEI datasets in that they do not reference one another or otherwise interconnect to enable
users to interpret data across multiple projects.
VIAF includes multiple entries for the name Helen Hay, but not one unambiguously matches our
personographic entity. Annie Mackie has no VIAF entry, and therefore no IRI. By determining
which IRI best corresponds with the designer Hay and generating an IRI for Mackie, we declare
these individuals as culturally significant enough to warrant linked open documentation and

create the opportunity for others to make closed records of these persons part of a shared
biographical network. For entities in our personography who already have IRIs, such as John
Duncan, who trained Hay and Mackie in designing ornaments, linking our dataset to VIAF will
increase the visibility of information about their lives and social networks that is not discoverable
through major resources such as the Oxford Dictionary of National Biography or Wikipedia.
(all of above selected from http://1890s.ca/HTML.aspx?s=Crossing_the_Stile.html )
They are still in the development phase:
ln Winter 2017 we realized that our dataset would be more effectively modelled as linked open
RDF xml. To that end, recent work on this project has involved close collaboration with Ryerson
librarians and other scholars with expertise in linked open data. We are currently developing a
domain model for our dataset. In the near future we will develop a user interface for querying
the data and visualizing the results as relational networks.
(http://alisonhedley.com/projects/yellow-nineties-personography/ )

Assessment Questions
●

What is it?
○ Personography

●

What kinds of entities are represented?
○ People -- contributors to periodicals. They do model relationships, but they aren’t
yet published on the webpage and there’s no published data sets to view yet.

●

Is data created afresh or ingested from existing sources?
○ They start with spreadsheets, convert to TEI, and then are somehow converting
to RDF (How isn’t documented, but we should look into this more. I think
converting from TEI to RDF is going to be key for our projects.)

●

How do you get data out/match existing sources against it?
○ You don’t. No API. Existing is a website with UI for simple people queries. No
relationships in that UI. They aren’t publishing RDF data sources yet. They plan
to create a UI against the RDF.

●

Is the data available for download or API access? If a system is publishing datasets, how
is it doing so? What platforms are they publishing to?
○ No, not yet.

●

What kinds of attributes are stored for each entity?
○ Name, birth year, death year, narrative biography. Periodicals they appeared in.

●

Is the biography a prose narrative, a structured narrative, or set of linked data events?
○ Prose narrative

●

How is the project useful for researchers vs. editors vs. DH scholars basing new projects
on it vs. outreach beyond the project?
○ Serves the edition, also serves the larger Victorian periodicals research world.
Doesn’t seem to link to or publish to public data repositories.

●

What is the back-end/implementation?
○ Definitely involves XSLT transforms. Website is ASP.

●

How does the project relate to existing name authorities?
○ Mentions VIAF in their article on getting to LOD but doesn’t seem to have
implemented yet.

Comments
We should learn from their maturation and thoughtfulness as a project. I think the “Crossing the
Stile” article about the conceptual move from TEI to RDF is particularly useful here.
(http://1890s.ca/HTML.aspx?s=Crossing_the_Stile.html )

Prosopography of Anglo-Saxon England (PASE)
Description of Project and Process
The Prosopography of Anglo-Saxon England or PASE, is one of several digital prosopographies
built by the Centre for Computing in the Humanities at Kings College, London. Described as a
“website driven by a relational database,” PASE does not promote itself as a publication but
rather a “research tool.” The PASE population is all recorded inhabitants of Anglo-Saxon
England from the late sixth to the late eleventh century.

Assessment Questions
●

What kinds of entities are represented?
○ PASE’s orientation is toward public and religious officials because the source
materials tend to be based on the lives of these types of people. Persons are the
primary entity in the system for which name, gender, status, office, occupation,
personal information, relationship, and education are included. The term
“factoids” was first used by the Kings College project to describe the pieces of
information associated with each person, the links between the factoid and the
supporting evidentiary information. Sources themselves are treated as entities.
The complexity of classical sources and the need to establish provenance and
versions is a central part of the dataset.

●

Is data created afresh or ingested from existing sources?
○ The project website includes a section called “Data gathering” where the project
creators outline their methodology. The data for PASE comes from printed
sources published between 597 and 1041 (Phase one), 1042 to 1100 (Phase
two). All of its sources are listed this section.

●

How do you get data out/match existing sources against it?
○ The internal matching process using existing sources was accomplished as
follows: every named and anonymous person were assigned unique identifiers
when they were uploaded from the data-capture database. After this process was
run, the people with the same names (but with different numbers from the
different datasets) were manually merged. This process could not be automated
because it required a knowledge of the sources and “scholarly judgment.” During
Phase one John Bradley developed a technical tool for doing the merging.

●

Is the data available for download or API access? If a system is publishing datasets, how
is it doing so? What platforms are they publishing to?
○ The PASE project has not been active for more than seven years from all
appearances. As such, it does not appear that they have plans to provide an API

to download. Publication method: a web application was built in 2009 for the first
phase and a new web interface, together with a new dataset linked to mapping
facilities in the Domesday book were added in August 2010.
●

What kinds of attributes are stored for each entity?

●

Is the biography a prose narrative, a structured narrative, or set of linked data events?
○ Very structured database but some original narrative is imported for evidentiary
needs and when modern terminology is not sufficient to express the factoid.

●

How is the project useful for researchers vs. editors vs. DH scholars basing new projects
on it vs. outreach beyond the project?
○ PASE is freely available and likely is most useful to researchers and academics.
This is especially true because PASE draws on “virtually all written sources
produced in Anglo-Saxon England,” so it is comprehensive in scope. This
distinguishes it from other projects considered here that cannot claim to be as
inclusive, although the PASE’s claim that prosopographies are only focused on
elite men no longer holds true. Because the data is not downloadable it presents
a roadblock to DH scholars who might want to repurpose the data.

●

What is the back-end/implementation?
○ PASE began with the database design created for Prosopography of the
Byzantine World (or PBW). They extended the design which consisted of sources
linked to person recorded in the sources as interacting with one another. This
became the data capture database. The “fully relational master database” that
runs the project was built in MySQL by John Bradley at Kings College, but not
until the fourth year of the project. Modifications were made in phase two. During
the development stage of phase one, a core group of project members met
regularly to review the existing data-capture database. This helped them make

refinements to the database based on input from researchers who would be
using PASE.
●

How does each project relate to existing name authorities?
○ The PASE project is a unique names set and does not link to external sources.

Illustration above of PASE master database structure. The central elements of the data model
are sources, persons, and factoids.

Comments
Kings College certainly has the most durable reputation for producing digital prosopography,
and they were some of the earliests examples. That said, support in terms of refreshing the
website or expanding the dataset is not there. The user interface is outdated. The underlying
processes are well defined and the guidelines for attribute assignment are very thorough.
Extracting and structuring data inevitably pares away the sources’ explanatory and contextual
material.

The Orlando Project
Description of Project and Process
Its title alludes to Virginia Woolf’s Orlando, whose famous “oak tree” provides a metaphor for
Orlando’s branching digital network.The Orlando Project describes itself as an “experiment in
the integration of text and technology.” The centrality of literary texts to the project makes it
unique among the projects considered here. Also, the time frame of Orlando is expansive from
5th century BC to the present day. The 20-year project began in the 1990s as the brainchild of
three Canadian scholars working on the literary history of British literary women. They did not
want to do a traditional literary history, and they wanted to employ digital tools. using its
production environment the CWRC (Canadian Writing Research Collaboratory), they launched
Orlando 2.0 in 2017 which is focused on opening up the project to outside contributors and
expanding the content, . This includes exploration of linked data and the collaborative
environment, as well as new interfaces and tools.

Assessment Questions
●

What kinds of entities are represented?
○

●

Is data created afresh or ingested from existing sources?
○ The project describes its seedbed as a “textbase” which is the writings of
“accounts of individuals in their time” indicating that the original sources are not
extracted or repurposed. They are ingested from existing sources.

●

How do you get data out/match existing sources against it?
○ Access to the textbase (data) is behind a paywall with Cambridge University
Press.

●

Is the data available for download or API access? If a system is publishing datasets, how
is it doing so? What platforms are they publishing to?
○ Orlando published its dataset as Orlando: Women’s Writing in the British Isles
from the Beginnings to the Present in 2006 with CUP. The publication includes
80 scholarly books not presented as digital editions but as a searchable textbase
that is shaped by the underlying semantic encoding. There is no information
available about the publication platform.

●

What kinds of attributes are stored for each entity?

○

Orlando’s Life Schema, or sixteen attributes used to describe literary authors,
representing the semantic encoding done by the project. This reflects a high
degree of interpretive and scholarly engagement with the material given the
assignment of, for example, intimate relationships. These sixteen categories are
broken down even further with “subtags” under many of them.

●

Is the biography a prose narrative, a structured narrative, or set of linked data events?
○ he biography is encoded into the source materials using an extensive semantic
encoding tag set as noted above. Significant scholarly intervention is involved.

●

How is the project useful for researchers vs. editors vs. DH scholars basing new projects
on it vs. outreach beyond the project?
○ The Orlando Project is heavily invested in DH scholarship and academic inquiry
and especially DH feminist inquiry.

●

What is the back-end/implementation?
○ The CWRC (Canadian Writing Research Collaboratory) is a shared workspace
containing the project repository and toolkit--a web-based “service oriented
platform.”

●

How does each project relate to existing name authorities?
○ The project does not currently relate to name authorities but plans to explore
linked data in Orlando 2.0

Comments
Orlando’s importance for us is not so much the work in standard biography but their
development of a robust rubric of semantic encoding.

Sharing Ancient Wisdoms (SAWS)
Description of Project and Process
The project attempts to facilitate the study of gnomologia--premodern collections of “wisdom
literature” attributed to philosophers and sages--by connecting textual passages within different
manuscripts, as well as connecting the authors to which the sayings are attributed and the
scribes who copied and redacted manuscripts. The project is long-standing, having recently
moved from TEI to TEI+RDF for linkages. Because of the desire to link related passages, not
only documents and people, but individual passages of text are modeled as entities.

Assessment Questions
●

●

What kinds of entities are represented?
○ People (scribes, editors, authors, transmitters)
○ Organizations (Institutions, legal bodies, corporate bodies)
○ Parts of a manuscript
○ Concepts and expressions (extensively developed)
○ Texts (there is a well developed schema for creating IRIs for a text, allowing you
to say “this text mentions this person”. It may be too abstract for documentary
editors.)

CIDOC-CRM-based ontology for NCDC-compatible entities within SAWS
Is data created afresh or ingested from existing sources?
○ Entities other than texts and places are created during the transcription/tagging
process. Places and Texts are consulted during tagging, and either reference
external authorities or (when those do not contain appropriate entries) are
created.

●

How do you get data out/match existing sources against it?
○ Integrated display within the texts; free-standing visualization tool.

●

Is the data available for download or API access? If a system is publishing datasets, how
is it doing so? What platforms are they publishing to?
○ An RDF triplestore is maintained on SAWS and exposed via a SPARQL
endpoint.

●

What kinds of attributes are stored for each entity?
○ Almost none for people; places are linked to Pelagios.

●

Is the biography a prose narrative, a structured narrative, or set of linked data events?
○ N/A for entities

●

How is the project useful for researchers vs. editors vs. DH scholars basing new projects
on it vs. outreach beyond the project?
○ Primarily useful for researchers and DH scholars. The linked data appears to be
a goal in its own right, rather than an aid in producing editions.

●

What is the back-end/implementation?
○ TEI+RDF

●

How does the project relate to existing name authorities?
○ Pelagios for places:
“Using references from Pleiades, the gazetteer for ancient places, places that are
mentioned in SAWS texts are annotated and published as Linked Data. Then we
can see how these places appear in other sources of information on the ancient
world. “
○ CTS for texts:Canonical Text Services (CTS) came out of the Homer Multitext
Project, and provides unique identifiers for individual texts:

Comments
While modeling document contents as RDF is certainly not a goal of the Nineteenth Century
Digital Cooperative, the integration of texts with each other through linked data and use of linked
data resources to enhance the presentation of the editions is worth emulation.
Folioscope, the main interface for the text, has sophisticated systems for displaying transcribed
texts in linkage with each other, with place and person entities, and with critical apparatus.

Readers are presented with location data from Pleiades as they are reading the text (source).

Related texts are viewed in comparison (similar source).

RelFinder, a Flash-based free-standing network analysis tool allows form-driven exploration of
the links between the data. Since it is not tightly integrated with Folioscope, however, it is very
difficult for beginners to start using the tool. If possible, visualization tools for NCDC should be
launched directly from documents or entity displays.

RelFinder displaying data from the pre-populated sets.

Virtual Internet Authority File (VIAF)
Description of Project and Process
The Virtual International Authority File (VIAF) is a service combining named authority records
from national libraries and institutional consortia around the world. Its goal is to map
corresponding records in different systems to each other, allowing “see also” links from a record
for a person in the Library of Congress to a record for the same person in the Bibliothèque
nationale de France or the Deutsche Nationalbibliothek. Use is strictly bibliographical, so
persons not authors of works in library catalogues do not appear.

Assessment Questions
●

What kinds of entities
○ People, primarily authors of published works.

●

Is data created afresh or ingested from existing sources
○ Created by member institutions in their own databases. VIAF ingests and clusters
these on a periodic basis.

●

How do you get data out/match existing sources against it?
○ Full API with many clients, including for Named Entity Recognition+TEI
tagging+resolution.

●

Is the data available for download or API access? If a system is publishing datasets, how
is it doing so? What platforms are they publishing to?
○ VIAF identifiers appears to be nearly ubiquitous in the semantic web. The API is
well used, and a full dump is available at http://viaf.org/viaf/data/.

●

What kinds of attributes are stored for each entity?
○ Personal names, almost exclusively. Sometimes disambiguation attributes
appear for e.g. lifespans of authors with common names.

●

Is the biography a prose narrative, a structured narrative, or set of linked data events?
○ For prominent records, gender and a very brief structured biography may be
present.

●

How is the project useful for researchers vs. editors vs. DH scholars basing new projects
on it vs. outreach beyond the project?
○ Readers are allowed much more flexibility within catalog searches; librarians
creating records can re-use named authorities through VIAF searches; VIAF’s

use in Wikidata and popularity within the Semantic Web highlights member
institutions’ records.
●

What is the back-end/implementation?
○ Python, Java, Hadoop, and an enormous Beowulf cluster.

●

How does the project relate to existing name authorities?
○ VIAF ties together existing name authorities, serving as a kind of meta-authority.
It does not appear possible for a record to appear in VIAF without existing
elsewhere first.

Comments
VIAF’s periodic clustering provides an interesting model for reconciling separate member
databases. Its bias (only representing authors and works) and its technical complexity make it
inappropriate for reuse by NCDC.

Appendix A -- NCDC Environmental Survey

Presentation & Discussion Notes

The following are the rough notes we used to present our survey findings to the NCDC
members. It includes screenshots and links to specific examples that show the strengths of the
projects we reviewed.

Introduction & Methodology
(Sue)
We each considered about 24 projects, and after initial review, we eliminated quite a few as
being insufficently developed, insufficiently relevant, or redundant with other projects. We
highlight 11 in the report. Today, we're going to focus on the 4 that are most relevant and most
show the possibilities of our platform, and if we have time we'll look at some of the other
projects.

Linked Jazz
Pelagios
Wiki Data
Printer’s File

Where are we coming from?
Sue: Here are some examples of the best of the “classic” prosopographies we reviewed. They
are built and delivered by proprietary systems
Early digital prosopographies rely heavily on relational datasets to connect people to each other
and to their sources

People of the Byzantine World
Landing Page: http://blog.pbw.cch.kcl.ac.uk/
User has to select database
http://db.pbw.kcl.ac.uk/jsp/index.jsp

Structured but very flat data that the user engages with in a database-like environment

People of the Founding Era
http://pfe.rotunda.upress.virginia.edu/
Landing page provides a glimmer of what’s inside with the “focused area browsing”.

Visualizations based on the descriptive biographical metadata. Here is the view of the data
when we select “slavery”
http://pfe.rotunda.upress.virginia.edu/content/slavery?q=&f=occupation*_*Slave

Data viewed based on occupations and their representation in the population

Data viewed based on the source material (e.g. documentary editions)

Breaking down the population by gender, occupation, demographics
http://pfe.rotunda.upress.virginia.edu/content/people

Where are we going to?
Introduce the 2 fundamental questions:
How do we model our data?
How do we link our data?
(the answer is “linked open data” but let’s not use that word yet)

Linked Jazz
https://linkedjazz.org/
This project takes advantage of all the best pieces of DH: crowdsourcing, linked data,
visualizations of artistic networks, and mixed media.
The crowdsourcing platform, 52nd Street https://linkedjazz.org/52ndStreet/

Visualization
https://linkedjazz.org/network/

Pelagios
(Sara)
Pelagios as a commons: shared data, but also a community & online forums.
Andrew said: “Classics have to wring every bit of data out of their sources, because they have
so few.” Incentive to cooperate. We need to hold this “incentive to cooperate” concept close,
because NCDC is going to need it, too. Sue provided a document from the SNAC project in the
report that also talks about cooperation and incentives to cooperate. An open question: What
are our incentives to cooperate?
Peripleo:
Basically reiterate this:
http://peripleo.pelagios.org/help/linked-data-view
Start here:
http://peripleo.pelagios.org/ui#selected=http%3A%2F%2Fpleiades.stoa.org%2Fplaces%2F3444
48 (switch the map to ancient places first)

Show the links to each of the partner datasets at the bottom
Click the graph icon -- show how the datasets are related. Colored datasets (indexed in
Peripleo); clear datasets (referenced)
Go back to the Lepcis Magna widget; show the “704 items that link here”
So this world “linked” -- how do we get to it?
Introduce the concept of a URI. A common identifier for the place that everyone uses.
Gazeteers.
Pleiades – the gazeteer of places + URIs used by Pelagios -- got it's start like a lot of these
Prosopographies. There was this book, which was a printed book of all these places in the
classical world – toponyms, name variants, descriptions, latitude/longitude. Just like a lot of
these prosopograpies, which are starting from printed books.
What pleiades did was put it online and added a URI.

Then show Recogito
http://recogito.pelagios.org/saracarl?sortby=last_modified_at&order=asc
Reupload Julia Brumfield. NER it. Then click on “Virginia” or “Richmond”. Doesn't work so well
on people (e.g. Virginia) or on small places (Long Island).
This gives you a Identifier --- a URI – and you can get a Pelagios conforming dataset out the
other end. Show the export.
Have Whitney show Mashbill. Point out how it's very similar.
The cool thing here is “it doesn’t matter where your data comes from” Recogito or Mashbill or a
TEI entity extractor -- Pelagios has datasets that are pulled from Flickr, tagged with a particular
tag. As long as you can produce your data in a format that matches what we are expecting,
you’re good.
Show Pelagios Commons and their list of datasets
List of Pelagios Dataset Partners: http://peripleo.pelagios.org/about

LOOSELY COUPLED. NOT FORCING ANYONE TO model things in exactly the same way.
Take Away here – what we are going to talk about tomorrow – how do we model our common
data?

Future of Pelagios – interest groups around the Modern World.

Wikipedia, Wikidata, DBPedia,
(Ben)
Our data is about people. So let’s see how others model people:
Start with Wikipedia; drill in on the Info Boxes: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Beriah_Magoffin

info box; contains attributes. Zoom in on the language links, which contains cross references to
article on other language wikipedia about the same entity.
Beriah Magoffin in DBPedia. Pull up visualizer. Show his predecessor, show his college.
Wikidata -- beriah magoffin https://www.wikidata.org/wiki/Q359534 -- especially show different
sources for the same data / the same data in different formats / provenance for each fact.

Reiterate the bit from the report about how hard it's been to integrate this structured data from
Wikidata into Wikepedia.
Also show
Simon Bolivar Buckner in DBPedia (contains battles)
Simon Bolivar Buckner in WikiData
Simon Bolivar Buckner in Wikipedia
Show editing
Show embedding Wikidata within Wikipedia articles and (ideally) Wikisource or Wikibooks
Show visualization: US presidents at
https://tools.wmflabs.org/wikidata-timeline/#/timeline?title=US%20Presidents&wdq=claim%5B39
:11696%5D%20and%20claim%5B31:5%5D&languages=en,fr&defaultEndTime=now&sitelink=w
ikidata&sitelinkFallback
Governors of Kentucky
https://tools.wmflabs.org/wikidata-timeline/#/timeline?title=Governors%20of%20Kentucky&wdq=
claim%5B39:4151335%5D&languages=en,fr&defaultEndTime=now&sitelink=wikidata&sitelinkF
allback

Wikipedia Graph Builder at https://angryloki.github.io/wikidata-graph-builder/

Printers File
(Ben and Sara)
Introduce the original file & cards. (TODO link with picture) In the 1980s they stopped adding to
their cards, and instead started contributing to the electronic records at Library of Congress. By
digitzing and linking the Printers File, they can now connect those two datasets back together,
and query them “as one”.
Show 1 printer's record. Matthew Carey. Point out the attributes – these are different from
Wikidata because they have attributes that are specific to the printing trade and the time period
they cover.
Linked data lets us “cross walk” or query across multiple datasets – even without “permission”.
So Molly Hardy at the American Antiquarian Society (who you'll meet at the DEPC meeting in
DC – she's on Massachusetts Historical and DEPCHA) showed us this Printer's File database.
As soon as got off the phone, I sent Patrick this:
http://link.americanantiquarian.org/resource/pRgcnJSKHf8/ (starting point for Kentucky) and
asked him to poke around for overlaps. – Call out Patrick here to finish the story – In less than
an hour, he found this:
Show the overlapping person (CWGK + Printers File).
http://link.americanantiquarian.org/resource/kCg5SCCFero/
http://discovery.civilwargovernors.org/document/N00004795 which links to this document:
http://discovery.civilwargovernors.org/document/KYR-0001-004-0022
Point out the differences in biographies, any other data.
http://bibfra.me/view/aas/

Other Stuff
Who’s using LOD? -- social proof -- screen of project names?
LOD-Cloud.net visualizaiton of LOD data: http://lod-cloud.net/
How could we get our data into a format LOD can understand? -- TEI to LOD. (maybe?) Quotes
from Crossing the Stile (Sara)

SNAC Walkthrough

VIAF
Viaf: http://viaf.org/
Search Douglass:

http://viaf.org/viaf/search?query=local.personalNames+all+%22Douglass%2C%20Frederick%2
C%201818%201895%22&sortKeys=holdingscount&recordSchema=BriefVIAF
Show detail
Show about
Search Lewis, Patrick A
http://viaf.org/viaf/search?query=local.personalNames+all+%22Lewis%2C%20Patrick%20A.%2
C%201984%20%22&sortKeys=holdingscount&recordSchema=BriefVIAF
Show about
Search Perdue, Susan
http://viaf.org/viaf/search?query=local.personalNames+all+%22Perdue%2C%20Susan%22&sor
tKeys=holdingscount&recordSchema=BriefVIAF
Look at unconsolidated records
Look at coauthors

